To have an optimal patient\'s comfort during thyroid procedures is highly significant. The matter of tolerability of thyroid biopsy was investigated in current issue of this journal in the paper by Jeong et al. \[[@B1]\] entitled "A comparison of ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration versus core needle biopsy for thyroid nodules: pain, tolerability, and complications."

Core needle biopsy (CNB) has gaining consensus in thyroidology due to its high reliability to discriminate cancers from benign lesions, even if conventional fine-needle aspiration (FNA) fails to achieve a diagnosis. Several papers showed that CNB has higher diagnostic performance when compared to FNA, because the microhistologic examination on CNB sample is more accurate than the cytologic assessment on FNA specimen. Of high importance in clinical practice, CNB was recently proven to diagnose those thyroid lesions with prior indeterminate FNA report \[[@B2]\], and this evidence could help us to avoid the diagnostic surgery in our patients. Also, the Task Force Committee of the Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology has developed the first guidelines on thyroid CNB with evidence-based recommendations \[[@B3]\], thus encouraging the diffusion of this biopsy. Recently, pathologic diagnostic categories of thyroid CNB are addressed \[[@B4]\].

Regardless of the above issues, several studies suggested the safety and tolerability of the CNB \[[@B5][@B6]\]; however, it is still limited. After those publications, the study by Jeong et al. \[[@B1]\] can hold a main role for clinical practice. There, the authors evaluated pain, tolerability, and complications associated with CNB in comparison with FNA in 100 patients who were asked to fill in a questionnaire on pain score using a 10-cm visual scale. As the results, the median pain scores were similar for CNB and FNA, and the procedure was tolerable in 97/100 CNB cases and 100/100 FNA patients. Also, no major complications were recorded in both groups, and three minor complications were reported after CNB. This study confirms and extend the information previously reported \[[@B5][@B6]\]. In fact, Jeong et al. \[[@B1]\] found no differences in either pain or tolerability during both CNB and FNA and 20 minutes later, and recorded that CNB required fewer numbers of biopsies than FNA. Also, they analyzed the results in subgroups of operators with different experience levels and again found no significant differences in terms of pain, tolerability, or complications.

To date, we have reached solid evidence that CNB can play a main role in the assessment of thyroid nodules, especially in those with difficult diagnosis by FNA. This is related to the larger samples obtained by this biopsy with consequent higher diagnostic performance. Following the present study \[[@B1]\], we could consider that there is a higher evidence that CNB is not significantly different from FNA also seen from the patient\'s side. We encourage clinicians, not expert in CNB, to attend to CNB sessions in specialized centres to get an idea and then address their patients to this biopsy. This can avoid a diagnostic surgery in thyroid nodules with difficult FNA assessment, achieving high relevance in terms of cost saving.
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